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McGraw-Hill Education - Europe, United States, 2008. Mixed media product. Book Condition: New.
Bilingual. 190 x 130 mm. Language: French,English . Brand New Book. You re just a few clicks away
from conquering verbs. Especially designed for the iPod, iSpeak Spanish Verbs goes beyond
ordinary drill books and enables you to customize your learning experience, visualize your verbs,
and hear their conjugations. Go to Artist - Choose the verb group you want (-ar, -er, -ir, stem-
changing, or irregular verbs). Go to Album - Select your verb within the group. Select the verbs you
want to hear - See your verb s infinitive, its translation, and its conjugation and hear all the
conjugation forms. Missed something? Just click and repeat tracks as many times as you need. Or
create your own playlist to help you master the most vexing verbs. With iSpeak, you are in control!
For use on your: iPod; iPod nano; iPhone; and Zune Screen images will vary among iPod models. It
contains one MP3 audio disc and 64-page booklet. It requires 285MB of free space. IPod is a
trademark of Apple, Inc., registered in the United States and other countries. Zune is a registered
trademark of Microsoft Corporation,...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf may be worth acquiring. It is definitely simplified but surprises inside the fi y percent of the pdf. I am pleased to let you know that this is the very
best ebook we have read inside my own lifestyle and could be he finest publication for ever.
-- Pr of . Abe Sa tter f ield IV-- Pr of . Abe Sa tter f ield IV

Here is the very best book i have study until now. It is rally fascinating throgh looking at period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . B la z e Runolfsson IV-- Dr . B la z e Runolfsson IV
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